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INTRODUCTION

 (

of individuals the population where each one represents 
a potential solution.

Actually they are successfully applied in very differ-

 have some restric-
tions on a search space with more than a global solution 
or a unique global solution, together with multiple local 
optima. A classical  faced with such a situation tends to 

however, it would be interesting to know a higher number 
of possible solutions for several reasons: precise information 
about the search space, easy implementation of the local 
solutions compared with the global one, simple interpreta-
tion of certain solutions compared with others, and so forth. 
To achieve that knowledge, an iterative process will be 
executed until reaching the desired goals. Such process will 
start with the grouping of the individuals into species that 

following, the crossover operation will involve individuals 
from different species in order not to leave unexplored any 
search space area. The process will be repeated according 
to the goals achieved.

BACKGROUND

Multimodal Problems

There are problems that do not exclusively have a unique 
global solution, but they have multiple optima, either global 
or local: the multimodal

know the higher possible number of solutions. On one hand, 

this fact leads to the uncertainty about the goodness of the 

obtained solution, as it cannot be guaranteed that no better 
solutions might be found at the unexplored search space.
On the other hand, and even achieving the best solution, 
there might be other possible solutions that, due to different 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC
ALGORITHMS

 are adaptive methods, generally used in problems of 
search and of parameter optimization, based on sexual repro-

A population, a group of individuals where each one rep-
resents a potential solution that will evolve through different 
generations, is initially created. The best individual would 

individuals will be also kept in order to keep diversity. The 
diversity will enable that there might be individuals with 
different characteristics that could, some of them, be suitably 
adapted to the eventual changes on the environment.

possibilities of having descendants, following the natural 

In nature, individuals usually establish different groups, 
each of them specialized in different tasks: hunting, harvest-
ing, and so forth. But the traditional  do not envisage this 

will study an extension that will bear this in mind.

Problems Encoding

Any potential solution to a problem can be represented by 
providing values for a series of parameters. The whole of 

the chromosome. The encoding is usually done by means 
of binary values, although other representations can also be 
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Main Algorithm

The generic functioning of a classic  can be observed in 
generation is obtained from a previous one by 

means of the reproduction operators. There are two types: the 
crossover and the copy. The crossover is a sexual reproduc-
tion that originates new descendants after the exchange of 
the genetic information of the parents. In the second case, a 
given number of individuals pass, with no variation, to the 
following population. Once the new individuals have been 
generated, the mutation is carried out with a Pm probability 
in such way that the transcription failures, which occurred 
in the copy of the genetic material during the sexual repro-
duction, are mimicked.

The
enough shaped as best individuals, when they all concur on 

generation’s maximum 
number is reached.

 to work correctly, a method should also ex-
ist that might indicate whether the population individuals 
represent or not, and to what extent, good solutions for the 
problem put forward. The later task would be carried out by 
the evaluation function, which establishes a numerical mea-
surement (

EVOLUTIONARY APPROACHES TO
MULTIMODAL PROBLEMS

Several approaches related to evolutionary techniques have 
been tried. A brief summary is shown in this section.

techniques. These are techniques that try to make and main-
tain stable subpopulations in . This idea comes from 
nature, where individuals have different roles that allow 
them to survive in their natural ecosystems. These roles are 

given a limited capacity to locate them, the best niching 
algorithm will choose the global maximum. In addition, 
since they are not selective, they will keep both global and 
local maximums.

Different niching techniques have emerged throughout 
time. Some of the most important are:

• Fitness -
multimodal

functions. This technique uses the concept of similarity 
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initialise current population randomly
WHILE the termination criterion is not fulfilled
create temporal empty population
WHILE temporal population don not fill

select parents
cross parents with Pc probability

IF the crossover has occurred
mutate one of the descendants with Pm probability

assess descendants
add descendants to the temporal population

ELSE
add parents to the temporal population

END IF
END WHILE
increase generation counter
establish the temporal population as current new population
END WHILE

 pseudocode
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